Our clinical value products are fully customized to assist your organization in care management for specific populations and quality metric efforts. Because we have access to more than 30 years of data in our clinical data repository, we can tailor the reported data to your quality reporting needs while staying within your existing workflow.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Enhanced reporting that tracks data (e.g. hospital readmissions, condition progression) over a period of time
- Any encounter/lab within the past 24 hours; Data beyond encounters
- Multiple outputs depending on workflow and reporting needs
- Ingest reports into EHR/Pop Health Tool

**TOP BENEFITS**

- Leverage clinical data to improve population health and manage populations
- Evaluate data that captures details of an event notification
- Filters the outputs to specific HEDIS and STARS code requirements
- 10,000+ coded data elements including SNOMED, LOINC, ICD9/10

Contact us to manage your populations faster and more easily using CVR.
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